The HP Backpack, with its sleek lines and ample features, is perfect for anyone on the go. Padded shoulder straps make it easy to pick up and head out to the office, school, or while traveling. This all-purpose case is made of durable, heavy-duty nylon with plenty of lightweight padding making it both strong and comfortable.

**Features & benefits:**
- Stylish shape and color
- Cushioned computer compartment for optimal protection – adequate protection on the sides and the bottom to support the size and weight of large notebooks
- Adequate pockets/sleeves for notebook and other accessories like battery, power cable, AC adapter, mouse, etc.
- Headphone jacket
- Padded shoulder straps

**Compatibility:**
The HP Backpack is compatible across all Consumer Notebook PCs. The backpack is designed to support up to 17" panel notebooks with adequate cushioning and padding to support the total weight of the notebook and related accessories.

**Warranty:**
- One year limited warranty

**Product Dimensions:**
- Product Dimensions: 34.5 x 26 x 47 cm
- Weight: 1 kg

**What’s in the box?**
- HP Backpack
- Warranty

**Product information:**
- HP Product #: RU350AA
- UPC/EAN: 808736816137
- more information at www.hp.com
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